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a preference for stories about children and familiar experi-
ences. Imagination is a prominent part of doll play vhich
flourishes in this period. The majority of children may
find the greatest value in the useful kind of imagination
which helps them to "work'out plans in their heads/' to
put themselves in "the other fellow's place," and to picture
accurately enough for practical purposes, objects not present
to the senses. Firsthand experiences with objects and people,
models, pictures, diagrams, and maps help to develop this
constructive type of imagination.
Many children spend considerable time in phantasy.
Griffiths41 studied the phantasies of children by observing
them at play and by noting their responses to situations
which she set up. She watched children and talked to them
as they drew pictures for her. She used the Rorschach ink
blot test to ascertain whether a child's ideas were standardized
or original, asked children to tell her stories, and to describe
what they saw when they put their hands over their eyes.
She also obtained from them an account of their dreams.
Children's daydreams appear to be pan of their normal
development and to fit into their total pattern of thought
and action. Daydreams are, however, a path of least resist-
ance. They require less energy and effort than action and
may too often be substituted for action, thus becoming a
compensation for reality and a means of easy wish fulfillment.
Many children have imaginary companions, some of whom
achieve intense reality in the child's experience and exer-
cise as much influence on his life as an intimate real com-
panion would.
Dreams. — It is reasonable to believe that dreams arising
from the cares and problems of the day may be supplanted
by dreams suggested to the child just before he goes to sleep.
This kind of suggestion therapy was applied by Wile 42 with
good results. It appears to be.valuable in the treatment of
 41	Ruth Griffiths, The Study of Imagination in Early Childhood.   London:
Kegan Paul, 1935.
 42	Ira S. Wile, "Auto-Suggested Dreams as a Factor in Therapy," The
American Journal of Orthopsychiatrv, IV (October, 1934), 449-i63.

